Understanding how various external campaigns or events affect readership on Wikipedia is important to efforts aimed at improving awareness and access to its content. In this paper, we consider how to build time-series models aimed at predicting page views on Wikipedia with the goal of detecting whether there are significant changes to the existing trends. We test these models on two different events: a video campaign aimed at increasing awareness of Hindi Wikipedia in India and the page preview feature roll-out-a means of accessing Wikipedia content without actually visiting the pageson English and German Wikipedia. Our models effectively estimate the impact of page preview roll-out, but do not detect a significant change following the video campaign in India. We also discuss the utility of other geographies or language editions for predicting page views from a given area on a given language edition.
INTRODUCTION
Wikipedia is the fifth-most-visited website worldwide [1] at 190 billion page views in 2018 alone [7] and is turned to by readers for all sorts of reasons ranging from simple curiosity to fact-checking to making a personal decision [20] . Despite its success, there are still many regions in the world where it is relatively unknown [9] or access is blocked [6] . In an attempt to improve access and awareness worldwide, the Wikimedia Foundation (WMF) has conducted various campaigns and efforts aimed at improving access to Wikipedia in various regions. 1 Many researchers have sought to estimate the impact of external events on Wikipedia page views. This has included the effect of posting Wikipedia articles on external websites [14, 23] , privacy concerns on viewing of sensitive Wikipedia articles [15] , and censorship [24] . Conversely, much research has also sought to use Wikipedia page views as a predictor-i.e. nowcasting or forecasting [16] -of external entities such as the stock market [13] , box office returns for movies [12] , and disease incidence [16] .
Evaluating the impact, however, of a given campaign or external event can be difficult. Daily page views to Wikipedia projects can be quite noisy, being affected by weekly, seasonal, holiday-related trends [21] . A change in the volume of page views following an awareness campaign could also easily be the result of an unrelated event-e.g., a celebrity marriage or World Cup game [7] . To account for these challenges, many researchers rely on some form of regression discontinuity design that focuses on changes between a short time period (e.g., two weeks) before and after an event (e.g., [14, 23, 24] ). While powerful, this approach is limited to studying short-term effects and does not naturally lend itself to the task of nowcasting or forecasting.
In this paper, we explore the utility of Bayesian structural time series (BSTS) models for evaluating the impact of external events. BSTS models are designed to predict a given time series based on historical data, seasonality components, and additional control time series. They naturally incorporate uncertainty and the resulting forecast can then serve as a counterfactual-i.e. be compared against the actual time series following a given intervention to determine whether there is evidence that the intervention increased or decreased the magnitude of the time series. We test the BSTS model in two scenarios: the page preview roll-out in German and English Wikipedia as well as a video campaign in India designed to increase awareness about Hindi Wikipedia.
Our contributions are as follows:
• Page Previews: using the roll-out of page previews on the German and English Wikipedia, we demonstrate that our BSTS model can effectively detect changes in page views given predictive control series. • Impact of video campaigns in India: applying our BSTS model to online and TV awareness campaigns in India, we do not find evidence of increased page views as a result of the online or TV campaigns. • Correlations across languages and regions: we evaluate the predictive power of page-view time-series between pairs of Wikipedia language editions and regions. We find evidence that page view trends are unique to a given country and language edition and that control series ideally originate from the same language edition followed by same country to be a useful predictor.
RELATED WORK
In this work, we draw methods from the time series prediction literature and motivation from the literature that has sought to understand the impact of external events on Wikipedia activity.
Time Series Modeling
The goal of the time series modeling that we employ in this paper is to understand whether a specific intervention significantly impacts a given metric for which we have temporal data-e.g., whether the roll-out of a new feature causes a change in daily traffic. There are many approaches to time series modeling that span from quite simple to much more complex in accordance with how many assumptions they make. Common to these models, however, is that their validity depends on the model being able to make direct comparisons between the time series prior to an intervention and the time series following the intervention [2] . Threats to this validity come from a variety of sources that may affect time series independent of the intervention being studied: seasonality effects such as natural variation by day of week or month of year, unaccounted external events such as holidays or changes in the size of the underlying population. The likelihood that these events affect the time series increases as the time period being studied increases. A strong model, then, incorporates covariates that can control for seasonality, holidays, and other external factors that might affect the time series. A strong model also effectively represents its own uncertainty about predictions when there are insufficiently strong controls in place. The core distinguishing features of approaches are 1) whether they include a control time series, and, 2) whether they directly compare metrics before and after the intervention or predict the time series after the intervention and compare this counterfactual prediction with the actual data. A control time series is a time series that is highly correlated with the "treated" times series, but, importantly, is known to not be affected by the intervention. The value of a control time series is that it helps to ensure that if seasonality or another event affects the treated time series, this effect is not conflated with the impact of the intervention because the effect should also be present in the control time series. The value of comparing the post-intervention time series with a counterfactual, as opposed to just the values from prior to the intervention, is greater flexibility to changing conditions. A model that produces the counterfactual can take into account more data about the time series prior to the intervention and, therefore, better account for shifts in covariates that might occur following the intervention. This is especially important when considering the long-term effects of an intervention. For these models, if the actual time series falls outside of the bounds of the counterfactual time series, this provides evidence that the intervention had a significant impact.
There are many considerations for how to build a robust time series model in order to produce the counterfactual predictions. Primarily, some models that use static regression to produce the counterfactual predictions falsely assume the data to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d), which would result in an underestimation of the uncertainty [3] . Secondarily, to help avoid over-fitting, we need to choose appropriate control time series. Castle et al. [5] reviews and compares 21 methods for variable selection, including significance testing (e.g., forward and backward step-wise regression) and information criteria (e.g., AIC, BIC). Other popular model selection algorithms in time-series forecasting includes principal component and factor models, and penalized regression models (e.g., Lasso, ridge regression). However, these techniques force us to use a fixed set of selected variables, or do not account for the uncertainty in variable selection. Lastly, in order to gauge the uncertainty of the impact, we need to account for various sources of uncertainty in the model. Besides the uncertainty in variable selection and auto-correlation mentioned above, we also want to account for uncertainties in the historical relationships between treated and control time series, as well as uncertainties in seasonality and other components in the model.
Impact of External Events on Wikipedia
A number of papers have considered the challenge of establishing how an external event has affected dynamics within Wikipedia. Vincent et al. [23] and Moyer et al. [14] take what is known as a interrupted time series (ITS) approach to examine how posts on Reddit that include links to Wikipedia articles affect page view traffic on Wikipedia. Both model a Reddit post with a Wikipedia link as a "shock" to that Wikipedia article and compare the mean number of page views in a short period of time before and after the post to determine whether there is a significant difference. Zhang and Zhu [24] take a similar approach for the rate of contributions to Chinese Wikipedia from outside editors before and after a block on mainland China. Zhang and Zhu also seek to control for seasonal trends by examining the same time period in prior years. These approaches build on the assumption that there should be no difference in the expected page views between the pre-and post-intervention periods, and therefore any difference in page views can be causally tied to the Reddit post or block. As discussed above, these are assumptions that may hold true for short time-spans like one week, given that they do not happen to coincide with major holidays or events. This assumption is increasingly tenuous, however, as more long-term trends are considered.
Penney [15] also starts with an ITS model to understand the impact of the Edward Snowden revelations on page views to "terrorismrelated" Wikipedia articles. Notably, because Penney examines a much longer time-period comprising 32 months, their analysis also includes a "control time series" that are security-related articles that are similar in content but less likely to be affected by the Snowden revelations. This approach is often referred to as difference-in-differences (DD) and is similar to how we construct the BSTS models considered in this work, but the BSTS models directly incorporate the concept of a control series as a core component of the models and captures the uncertainty of the relationship between the treated series and the control series. This makes for a much more explicit and robust means of controlling for additional external effects that may otherwise be conflated with the treatment under study. event that led to a potential shift in page views. We describe each event alongside its results.
Bayesian Structural Time Series Model
In this work, we use Bayesian structural time series (BSTS) model [19] . Per the components discussed in §2.1, these models can incorporate control covariates and time series, generate counterfactual predictions of page views for the post-intervention period assuming that the intervention did not take place, and naturally model their own uncertainty about these counterfactuals. We can then compare the counterfactual predictions and actual page views to quantify the causal impact of the intervention.
BSTS models combine three statistical methods into an integrated architecture [18] :
• A structural time series model for trend and seasonality, estimated using Kalman filters; • Spike and slab regression for variable selection;
• Bayesian model averaging for the final prediction.
Structural Time Series Model:
Under different assumptions, a very large class of models can be expressed in the form of structural time series models, including all ARIMA models [10] . This flexibility allows BSTS models to accommodate multiple sources of variations, including trends, seasonality, and latent evolutions of the treated series that cannot be explained by known trends or events. Specifically, a structural time series model (e.g. Eq. 1) decomposes the time series into four components: a level (µ t ), a local trend or slope (δ t ), seasonal effects (τ t ) and error terms. The model described here adds a regression component (β T x t ) to incorporate the control time series and other covariates. It is a stochastic generalization of the constant-trend regression model (e.g.
where the level µ t and slope δ t parameters each follow a random walk model instead of a constant. This allows for greater flexibility in the trends expressed within the model.
Spike and Slab: There are often many potential control series but including them all would likely lead to over-fitting and very complex models. A spike-and-slab prior over coefficients [8, 11] is designed to solve this challenge. The spike part controls the probability of whether a given variable would be chosen for the model-i.e. having a non-zero coefficient. The slab part shrinks the non-zero coefficients toward prior expectations which is often zero. Upon observing data, Bayes' theorem updates the inclusion probability of each coefficient. Then when sampling from the posterior distribution of a regression model, many of the simulated regression coefficients will be exactly zero [17] .
Bayesian Model Averaging: To generate counterfactual predictions, the procedure uses the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to draw samples from the parameter's posterior distribution and then combine that with the available data to yield a distribution of the counterfactual predictions. The model can then compute the difference between the actual values of a treated series in the post-intervention period and the distribution of counterfactual samples to yield an estimate of the distribution of the impact [4] . Because the structural time series model, spike-and-slab regression and model averaging all have natural Bayesian interpretations, BSTS is able to account for various sources of uncertainties using MCMC. This allows us to gauge confidence in the magnitude of causal impact and estimate the posterior probability that the causal impact is non-existent.
We use the BSTS 2 and CausalImpact 3 R packages to fit the BSTS models. The following parameters comprise each BSTS model. • Treated Time Series: this is the time series under studye.g., daily internally-referred page views to English Wikipedia over the period of several months. • Intervention: an event that occurred on a specific date during the study period that is believed to have affected the treated time series-e.g., the introduction of a new feature onto Wikipedia that might change the daily number of page views. Model validation is conducted entirely on data prior to the intervention. • Pre-Intervention Period: time period from the first data point of the treated series to the day before the intervention. For each model in this work, we explore four different preintervention period length using grid-search: 12 weeks, 18 weeks, 183 days and 400 days. • Post-Intervention Period: time period following the intervention for which the impact is being estimated-e.g., daily page views for the six weeks following the roll-out of a new feature. For each model in this work, we set this to 6 weeks. • Covariates: additional variables that help explain the treated time series-e.g., total population online in a country. This also includes the control series described below. • Control Series: a time series that is predictive of the treated time series prior to the intervention, but that is not be impacted by the intervention-e.g., daily page views for a similar Wikipedia edition for which the feature was not rolled out. The authors of the CausalImpact library we use for estimating the models suggest using 3-50 covariates. 4 Thus, for some models in this work where we have hundreds of control series-e.g., many combinations of different regions and language editions-we use correlation and dynamic time warping (DTW) [22] algorithms with pre-intervention data to prescreen and trim the list of control series before feeding them into the BSTS model. • Seasonality: weekly and seasonal trends, or holiday effects that did not get captured by the control series. For each model in this work, we include features for day-of-week and month. We also include major holidays for the regions under study as described in the Results section. • Trend Model: the architecture for the model that predicts how the treated time series evolves. For each model in this work, we explore the following types of trend components using grid-search: local level, local linear, semi-local linear, and static intercept term.
RESULTS
Below we describe the context for two events on which we tested our BSTS model and their results.
Wikipedia Page Previews
Beginning in 2014, Wikipedia began exploring a new feature that would allow for page previews for the desktop version of the site. When a user moused over a link, a card would appear with an image and part of the first paragraph from the article that the link pointed to (see the Wikimedia Blog post 5 for more information and an example of a page preview on Wikimedia Commons 6 ). This allows users to preview the article content without clicking on it (and thereby recording a page view). As a result of this ability to explore Wikipedia content without actually visiting the pages, it was expected that page views would actually drop with the roll-out of this feature. In late 2017, the feature was finally rolled out to a proportion of anonymous users on German (de-wiki) and English (en-wiki) Wikipedia in a series of A/B tests. These tests were analyzed and it was determined that page preview feature led to a drop of approximately 4% in page views across these Wikipedia communities. 7 The full deployment of page previews to all anonymous users of these communities occurred on April 11 and 17 respectively. These A/B tests present us with an opportunity to explore the power of our BSTS models because they experimentally determined the expected 5 https://blog.wikimedia.org/2018/05/09/page-previews-documentation/ 6 https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=47213242 7 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Page_Previews/2017-18_A/B_Tests effect on overall page views from the full deployment of page previews. Specifically, from the A/B tests starting on December 21 2017, in which 1.5% and 4% of anonymous users on English and German Wikipedias by default had access to page preview functionality respectively, we expect our BSTS model to detect:
• de-wiki: a 3.0% decrease in page views after April 11 2018. 8 • en-wiki: a 4.7% decrease in page views after April 17 2018. 9 4.1.1 Model Parameters. For each model, we set the pre-intervention period to be 400 days and the post-intervention period to be 6 weeks. For English Wikipedia, this means that the time series starts on 13 March 2017 and includes daily page views data through 28 May 2018, with the intervention occurring on 17 April 2018. For German Wikipedia, this means that the time series starts on 7 March 2017 and includes daily page views data through 22 May 2018, with the intervention occurring on 11 April 2018. Alongside day-of-week and monthly seasonality, we also include the following holidays: Christmas and New Year's. For trend modeling, we choose a static intercept term for German Wikipedia-i.e. we expect the trend of the time series to be soaked up by the regression component, and a local level model for English Wikipedia-i.e. the trend will be predicted around the weighted average values of recent observations.
For the control series, we rely on the assumption that while page previews should impact the internally-referred page viewsi.e. page views as a result of navigating from one Wikipedia page to another-there is no reason that the previews would impact externally-referred page views-i.e. page views that result from someone navigating from a search engine or other, non-Wikimedia website-or direct page views without referrer. Specifically, we select the daily internally-referred page views from en-wiki or de-wiki as the treated time series. For our control time series, we include the daily externally-referred page views and direct page views from the same Wikipedia language edition as the treated time series under study (i.e. en-wiki or de-wiki), as well as daily externally-referred page views from the other top-20 largest Wikipedia editions (e.g. Russian and Spanish Wikipedia).
Results.
We find that our time series models for both English and German Wikipedia are quite accurate. The validation statistics associated with the model provide an indication of how effective the model was at predicting the pre-intervention time series. With 10-fold cross validation and prediction evaluated on 6 weeks of daily page views (from the end of the pre-intervention period), the holdout mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the English Wikipedia model is 2.54%, and the holdout MAPE of the German Wikipedia model is 3.92%.
Turning to the estimate of the causal impact of the page preview roll-out, the treated time series along with counterfactual estimates from model for en-wiki are shown in Figure 2 . Recall that the early A/B tests indicated that there would be a 4.7% decrease in page views for en-wiki. Our BSTS model, using the externally-referred and direct page views as control series, estimates a 3.0% decrease and correctly determines that no impact-i.e. 0% change-falls outside of the 95% credible interval [1.9%, 3.9%], indicating that the roll-out resulted in a significant change in page views. The most predictive control series in this model is the search engine referred page views on English Wikipedia with an average standardized coefficient of 0.65-i.e. when search engine referred page views change 1 standard deviation, we expect to see internally-referred page views change 0.65 standard deviation, and the posterior inclusion probability-i.e. the probability of this coefficient being different from zero-is 100%.
We see analogous results for de-wiki: the BSTS model estimated a 2.6% decrease in page views with a 95% credible interval of [1.9%, 3.4%], in line with the 3.0% decrease that had been determined via A/B testing. Similarly, the most predictive control series in this model is the search engine referred page views on German Wikipedia with an average standardized coefficient of 0.95 and a posterior inclusion probability of 100%.
Hindi Video Campaign
In India, only 33% of Hindi internet users have heard of Wikipedia [9] and, while there are 120,000 Wikipedia articles in Hindi, many people do not know that Hindi content exists. Meanwhile, internet access is growing 20%+ per year across India 10 and Hindi online content consumption is growing 94% per year 11 . In July 2017, the Wikimedia Foundation and the Hindi Wikimedians User Group began collaborating to reach "New Readers" in India through production and promotion of an online video. 12 The goal is to increase awareness and drive new usage of Wikipedia among Hindi speaking internet users.
To explain and promote Hindi Wikipedia (hi-wiki), the Wikimedia Foundation launched the video campaign on 3 April 2018. The Ektara 13 video was promoted on YouTube and Facebook targeting Hindi internet users in Madhya Pradesh, many of whom who had not heard of Wikipedia. The online promotion ran for three weeks and the video gathered 2.61 million views. This was followed by a second push over TV during a major Cricket event (on DD Sports during the Indian Premier League finals) on 27 May 2018 to the whole country, which reached 1.37 million viewers. 14 
Model
Parameters. The pre-intervention period is 400 days and the post-intervention period is 6 weeks. Alongside day-of-week and monthly seasonality, we also include the following major Hindu holidays: Diwali, Raksha Bandhan, Holi, Dussehra, and New Year. 15 Local level model and a static intercept term are chosen as the trend for online campaign model and TV campaign model respectively.
For the evaluation of the impact of the online campaign, we set the treated time series to be daily externally-referred page views to hi-wiki from the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh (as determined by IP geolocation) because the promotion of the online video campaign was targeted at Madhya Pradesh. We select the externally-referred page views because it is a good indicator of the general brand awareness. The time series starts on 27 February 2017 and includes daily page view data through 14 May 2018, where the intervention occurred on 3 April 2018. For the control series, we use daily hiwiki page views, as well as page views to other popular Wikipedia language editions and Wikimedia projects, 16 from the rest of India by states. We also included the daily number of internet subscribers in Madhya Pradesh as a covariate, which is linearly interpolated from a quarterly series reported by Telecom Regulatory Authority of India. 17 For the evaluation of the impact of the TV campaign, we set the treated time series to be daily externally-referred hi-wiki page views from the entire country of India because there was no statespecific targeting of the campaign. The time series starts on 22 April 2017 and includes daily page view data through 7 July 2018, where the intervention occurred on 27 May 2018. For the control series, we use daily hi-wiki page views and page views to other popular Wikipedia language editions and Wikimedia projects from other countries 18 . Additionally, we included the daily number of internet subscribers in India as a covariate, which is linearly interpolated from a quarterly series reported by Telecom Regulatory Authority of India.
Results. For both the online and TV campaigns for Hindi
Wikipedia, we do not detect a significant change in page views. As we discuss below and in §5.1, this is likely a combination of factors: low impact and imprecise control series. The results from the BSTS models for the online campaign are in Figure 3 and TV campaign in Figure 4 .
First we examine the results for the online video campaign that was targeted at the state of Madhya Pradesh. As before, we performed a 10-fold cross validation with the pre-intervention time series and predict 6-week's daily page views in each fold. The average holdout MAPE is 7.6%.
As Figure 3 indicates, no significant impact on page views was detected following the intervention. While there does appear to be a downward trend in page views, zero change is still within the 95% credible interval. Page views to hi-wiki from the states of Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh, both of which border Madhya Pradesh, are the most predictive control series in the model, with average standardized coefficients of 0.23 and 0.13 respectively. The posterior probabilities that their coefficients are different from zero are greater than 95%.
Next we turn to the results for the country-wide TV campaign. The average holdout MAPE from the cross validation is 10.2%. Figure 4 shows the results from the BSTS model. As the graphs indicate, no significant impact on page views was detected in the first 3 weeks following the intervention. There was a bump in the 4th week after the campaign, but it is most likely to be the result of an unknown event. Overall, we did not detect significant impact in 6 weeks. The number of internet subscribers in India, hi-wiki page views from the United States, Bengali Wikipedia page views from Bangladesh and English Wiktionary pageviews from Nepal are the most predictive control series in the model, with an average standardized coefficient of 0.84, 0.35, 0.14 and 0.16 respectively. The posterior probabilities that their coefficients are different from zero are greater than 95%.
We did not include the page views to other Wikipedia language editions that also were geolocated to India-e.g., page views to enwiki from India-in the set of control series because it may violate the independence assumption. Most people in India are multilingual, so if our brand awareness was affected by the campaign, the impact would likely be revealed on page views of other Wikipedia language editions from the target region as well. After seeing the relatively high MAPE (10.2%) of the TV campaign model, we tried to include the page views to other Wikipedia language editions and other Wikimedia projects from India into the model to see if they help. The average holdout MAPE decreased to 8.5%, but that model also does not detect significant impact.
DISCUSSION 5.1 Choosing a Control Time Series
A predictive control series is one of the most important aspects of a BSTS model and also the part of the model that is often most difficult to choose. From the page preview roll-out analysis ( §4.1), we see that the BSTS model, with a well-chosen control time series, can effectively estimate the impact of a given external event. In that case, externally-referred and internally-referred page views for the same project are highly correlated, but only internally-referred page views were believed to be impacted by the page preview roll-out. For both German and English Wikipedia, the estimated causal impact was slightly conservative-i.e. lower in magnitude than expected based on the A/B tests-but still quite close to the expected impact. We had less success selecting an effective control series for the Hindi video campaign. Furthermore, the fact that the online campaign model for Madhya Pradesh had less error than the TV campaign model for all of India raises questions about how factors like geography or language edition affect the predictive power of a control series for Wikipedia.
To better understand the power of different types of control series, we tested four additional control time series models for the Hindi analysis. All are trained on 400 days of daily externallyreferred page views and evaluated via 10-fold cross validation on 6 weeks of page views prior to the intervention (3 April 2018). All models include day-of-week and monthly seasonality, holiday effects, local level trends, and a set of control time series but no further covariates. The control series for each model and its respective validation error are shown in Table 1 .
We see that the control time series that are from the same language edition as the treated time series (Models 1 and 3) have a consistently lower error than the models that are from different language edition but the same geographic region (Models 2 and 4). This indicates that language edition plays a more important role than geographic region in the page view trends on Wikipedia. Comparing Model 1 and 3 where the control and treated series are from the same language edition, page views between states within the same country are more predictive of each other (adding these controls into the model decrease the MAPE from 11.54% to 7.54%) than page views between different countries (adding them into the model only decrease the MAPE from 7.92% to 7.22%), which indicates that while language appears to be most important, country borders are still a highly salient aspect of page view trends on Wikipedia. Further research would be needed to understand how these effects play out in other language communities and the inter-relatedness of different countries and language pairs.
FUTURE WORK AND LIMITATIONS
While this work has a number of limitations, as we lay out below, we believe it lays the groundwork for exploring more standardized methods of predicting trends such as page views on Wikipedia with the goal of understanding the effect of external events. Limitations for this work largely relate to temporal evolution of impact, data pre-processing, prior distributions of parameters in BSTS, and the need for additional experiments.
In this work, we focus only on the cumulative effect by the end of the post-intervention period-its existence and magnitude-without discussing the temporal evolution of an impact. In practice, how an effect evolves over time, especially its onset and decay structure, is often a valuable question as well. The point-wise effect from BSTS reflects the temporal evolution and future implementation should consider analyzing this result.
Small volume Wikipedia editions such as hi-wiki are more sensitive to undetected bot behavior, which can cause anomalies in pageview data. Anomalies in the prediction or post-intervention period would increase the error rate of validation, or the model might detect an impact that is unrelated to the known intervention. When the number of control series is very large, removing outliers manually is not feasible and thus requires a robust algorithm to detect and adjust outliers while preserving those known "outliers" such as holiday effects. It is possible that further pre-processing would also provide benefits-e.g., including more holidays, removing seasonal patterns in predictors before fitting the model, more extensive grid search for parameters like the length of pre-intervention period.
We were expecting that spike-and-slab prior in the BSTS would prevent over-fitting by forcing the coefficients of poor predictors to zero, so we would at least have predictions not worse than that of a model which only contains the historical information of the treated series itself. Contrary to this expectation, Model 4 from Table 1 (predicting hi-wiki page views in India) shows that including control series from other Wikipedia language editions and other Wikimedia projects within India actually added noise to the prediction. To solve this problem, we can further tune the hyper-parameter that controls the expected model size-the expected number of coefficients that are different from zero-so that when most of the predictors do not have enough predictive power, we can lower the expected model size and force more coefficients to be zero (we set the expected model size to be 10% of total number of controls in the model but not greater than 5 in this work). Finally, future work should continue to explore these models in more contexts. This would hopefully provide guidance for how to select control time series-e.g., which pairs of regions and language editions (or even other Wikimedia projects) are predictive, what is the best way to split Wikipedias into control and treatment articles, how to take advantage of more granular information as with the internal/external referrer information. This would also hopefully provide guidance for how to set priors in BSTS models-e.g., a prior likelihood of relationships between treatment and control time series or prior standard deviation of the Gaussian random walk of the trend models (conservatively, we use a non-informative prior for the former and 0.01 for the latter). In future analyses, we can increase the prior inclusion probabilities for control series that are likely to be correlated with the treated series, and increase the prior standard deviation for the trend models if we believe the volatility of residuals would be large after regressing out known predictors.
